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The Incredible Hulk 

TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 
DATE: 

Hi

The Hulk Research 
1/21/02 

MEMORANDUM 

P. 03/05 

The following is a letter to you from our researcher is requesting permission to view 
and dub VHS copies of DOD video for further research for the Art Department. Please Jet me know if 
you have any questions or concems regarding requests. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 
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-ART D·EPAR.TME·NT 
1o0 Unlv•rHI City Plaza 
Hulk Trall•r 
Unlverul Clty,·CA 91808 

Januiry 16; 2002 

To
~el Aaiatanoe (Audio-Visual) 
OASD - Publi~ Affai111 

From: 
Big Green Productions, Universst Studio 
100 UniVeraal.City Plaza. Bldg 2128/Suite B 
Universel Cify, CA 91608 

Via Fax: 703-697-25n 

Re: Requeet fer ~etmi&sion to view motion media 

Oear

Pho1te 811-733-0411 
F•x 818-733-0823 

I would llke to reque~ petmission to view 11nd dub VHS copies of DOD video to be used for art 
department reaeatch purposes_ The project the reaearcn ia being used for is "The Incredible Hulk'' for 
Univet$8I Pictures, 

I apoke to at the DOD arcnive in Riverside, California at (909) 413·2553. He extensively 
explained to me the terms and conditions for viewing material in addition to &ending m~ the instructions. 

I can be oontacted at the address and numbers on thi11. letterhead. ihe details of what I would like to \liew 
are as follows: 

ID; DF·l~·A ·•-eo.37 .. 7 
CALPl!X 

801lDl!R STAR II -
.JAN. 19811 - DIC. 1181 

SUBJECT: Cove~ ut• of Fast Attack VehiciH(FAVs) in desert warfare combined arms INe fire e>eerciee 
feeturing lhe NM~-40 Wlrrior and modifted pick.up tn.acks(Rat Patrol type dune bug9ias./truck8) used by 
3n1 Biattalion. Shows.FAVs racing on trails and through underbrush during simulated combat conditions 
;1nd soldier deteribing role of the FAV. 

FORT BLISS, TEXAS (tt1le2sed to public) Item 1, Scet'le 1, 2, 14 

ID: OF·Dl-l!e·G0-87·7 
CALFl!X 

aORDl!R •TAR IS• 
Mar. 1981 - Aprll 1915 

SUBJECT:\-Jtlite S.nds Missile R11r'lge. New Mexico, M-113 APC right to left, M-80 tank follows. MS . 
. Tank crew on turret looking at mcap. Front view, MS. Fast Attaek Vehicle (FAV) passes, .M-60 tonk turret 
rotating, M-60 pauirig right to 18", M·113 left to right and maneuvering in rough. 
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WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, NEW MEXICO (released to public) ltam 1, Scene e 
Item 2, Scene 14 4 FORT 81,.1$$ TEXAS 
Item 4, Scene 3 · 

For the above items that il'lclude (FA Vs), I am interested in the way fast attack vehicles are u&ed and look 
in a de5ert area. 

FORT IRWIN ID; DA · BA•F8·30·29·D 
f'ACILITll!a Mar 1 1980 - May 31 1980 

SUBJ~CT: Coverage of facilitie9 at Fort liwin prior to its eonver&ion to National ln11ining Center. Sl'lowa 
interiors and exteriors ot buildings on post inoluding family hou3ing units, aerial views of cantonment area, 
roads and tracks across desert and various firing ranges, as well 3s Bicycle Lake Airfield. Includes aerial 
views of Barstow, Daggett, and tanks moving :across desert. 

(released_ to the public} Fort Irwin 

For the above items, I am int9res1ed in the interiors and exteriors of buildings, esp. the family housing 
units and the layout of a desert base. 

In an items r~u.ested, there are no running times listed on the web. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my request. Please feel free to contaet rne if you have any 
questions. 

,.., r:IA 
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D Urgent 

•Comments: 

10880 Wilshire Blvd. Suire [230 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 

310.235.7272 

From: 

Pages: ;J_ 

Date: Zs T.:aµ oz 

CC: 1) VI (_ 

D For Review D Please Comment D Please Reply D Please Recycle 
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W880 W ilshire Blvd .. Suite [230 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
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January 23, 2002 

The Incredible Hulk 
Art Department 

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
MARINE CORPS PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE LOS ANGELES 

10880 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 1230 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024 

310•235• 7272 
310•235•7274 (FAX) 

100 Universal City Plaza 
Universal City, CA 91608 

Dear

This letter is submitted regarding access to U. S. Marine Corps footage for research 
purposes in support of The Incredible Hulk. 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

Marine Corps assistance to your production is provided based on the nature of and value 
of your program. This letter is also being submitted t at the Defense 
Visual Info1mation Center. 

If Universal Studios, the production company, or any other entity wants to use this 
footage for any other purpose, approval must first be obtained from the United States 
Marine Corps. 

The address is: 10880 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 1230, Los Angeles, CA 90024. 

If you have any questions, please give me a call at (310) 235-7272. 

Thank you for your cooperation and it is my pleasure to work with you. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Director 
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January.21, .2002 

TIDS PAGE PLUS THE FOLLOWING NUMBER OF PAGES: - 4 .. 

TO: 

LOCATION: Los Angeles, CA 

TELEPHONE: (310) 235-7621; 235-7481; 235·7517; 235-7272; 

FAX: (310) 235-6075; 235-7856; 235·7500; 235-7274; 

MESSAGE: I presume that you would have no objection to providing 
stock footage for research purposes. If this is correct, please 
go ahead and authorize the DVIC on behalf of your Service. 
If not, pis Jet me know. · 

FROM: 
SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

ADDRESS: ROOM
. THE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D~, 20301-1400 

TELEPHONE: 

FAX: (703) 695 .. 1I49 

IF TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES ARE NOT RECEIVED OR ARE 
ILLEGIBLE, PLEASE CALL (703) 697-5007 OR (703) 695-6993. 
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Big Green Productions, Inc. 
100 Universal City Plaza 
Building 2128, Suite B 
Universal Cir:y, CA 91608 
818w 733 .. 1:380-tel.2a3g" 
stB-733..a95 &x23o~ 

~ax· : .. .. r' .. . 

P.02/05 

THE INC81E HI 1 .. : 

From

Fax: 70.3 fcfD · q 577 Pages: ..3 :TO ~ ! lo '-2 
Phone: 

Re: CC: 

• Urgent + For Review •Please Comment • Please Reply •Please Recycle 
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TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 

· DATE: 

The Incredible Hulk 

Distribution 

Script Dated January 7, 2002 
1/8/02 

Memorandum 

Here is the current draft of "The Incredible Hulk" dated January 7, 2002. 

Please replace your current draft dated December 1, 2001 with this one. 

The following pages have been revised and are marked with asteriks. Many of the changes are minor, but I have 
indicated the pages that contain more significant changes. For the next revisions, colored pages will be issued to 
insert into this January 71

h script. 

PAGE: 
1 
3 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
14 
15 
16 
18 
20 
21 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
29 
31 
32 
33 
36 
38 

significant dialogue change 
significant dialogue change 
significant dialogue change 

"A" scene added 
"B" & "C" scene added 
"A" scene added 
"A" scene added 

dialogue change 
dialogue change 

dialogue change 

39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

57 
58 
59 
60 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
71 

81 
84 
85 
87 

"A" scene added 88 dialogue change 
92 
93 
95 significant dialogue change 

significant dialogue change 96 
significant dialogue change 98 
significant dialogue change & "A" scene added 
significant dialogue change & "A'', "B", "C", "D" sc. added 
significant dialogue change 

significant dialogue change 
dialogue change 
dialogue change 

dialogue change 

72 &' 73 
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From: 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 1 :25 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Non-lethal info -- The Hulk 
Some additional thoughts ... 

General can even state that "we are trying to capture him not kill him" ... but it may get to 
killing 

Hulk can, after 1st attack, maybe pick up a car, etc and throw it at and/or hit some of the 
troops ... makes public more sympathetic to the militaries cause and gives General justification in 
taking it to the next level i.e. VMADS 

State that the "Crash barrier" was borrowed from the Navy/USMC arresting gear/crash 
barrier for planes at emergency airfields. (gets the JOINT aspect into it) 

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 3:30 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Non-lethal Info -- The Hulk 

If you could send what you can by your COB that would be great. Some explanation would 
be very helpful. I would like to be able to _send my notes to them by my COB. Thanks! 

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 12:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Non-lethal info -- The Hulk 

What is your timeline???? I have plenty of photos, but wanted to expand on them. I can 
send pies right now or ... if you can wait till tomorrow, I can give explanations/film usage 
with the photos? your call 
standing by ... 
Link ... out 

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 2:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: Non-lethal info -- The Hulk 

Sir, 

I hate to bug you, but DoD is putting together The Hulk script notes and I was 
wondering if you had any of the info we talked about on Friday ready to send my way. 
I will incorporate what we talked about in my e-mail response to them, but would love 
to send them something visual. 

Thanks again for your assistance! 

s/f 
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From: 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 12:47 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Non-lethal info -- The Hulk 
Well, I have some free time so here goes (get ready for some cool toys). 

Hulk approaches City Hall (or other impressive building) line of troops in full riot gear in front (see 
pie), behind them 2 VMADS (Vehicle Mounted Area Denial Systems) i.e. 2 hummer's with radar 
dishes on top. 

1st they try firing CS, OC, Tear Gas at him ... no effect. also try shooting nets at him ... wrongl just 
pisses him off. 

Next they use Millimeter Waves ... like micro waves but longer wavelength and thus non lethal. 
Since these waves are in visible you can have crew, general, etc wearing special goggles that let 
you see the beams hit the Hulk and the "fire/heat" move up his skin. Very painful. 

That stops him! now to drive him, riot troops using rubber bullets, 203 rounds and "bean bag" 
rounds literally "drive" his towards a side street, a steep hill. 

Here he hits the slippery foam, will look great in slow mo, eventually he slides down the hill and 
into the "high tech" vehicle barrier system (see pies). once entangled troops can hit him with 
TASERS, till he is unconscious or subdued .. 

Hulk is captured and Military looks great! also can add a good 15 min of screen time. 
So wadda ya think? 

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2002 2:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: Non-lethal info -- The Hulk 

Sir, 

I hate to bug you, but DoD is putting together The Hulk script notes and I was wondering if 
you had any of the info we talked about on Friday ready to send my way. I will incorporate 
what we talked about in my e-mail response to them, but would love to send them someth ing 
visual. 

Thanks again for your assistance I 

s/f 
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I'm very apprehensive about sending these notes to you. For one thing, they're 
incomplete, won't have input until later, perhaps as early as today 
(Monday). But the main reason for my hesitancy is that in the past we've usually been 
able to offer suggestions within the context of existing plot and characters. These, 
however, are pretty radical. I hope they don't have the effect of aggravating everyone, 
because we certainly aren't trying to intrude on the creative process. It's just that I see 
no other practical, straightforward way of communicating our concerns. 

DoD "Hulk" Notes of Sunday, Feb 3. 

Overall: The primary purpose of these notes is civilianize the desert lab and the direct 
action aga.inst the Hulk, leaving only one actual deadly military strike, against the 
Absorbing Man at the end. All the other military operations would be nonlethal and 
other unconventional attempts to contain, dish·act, or subdue the Hulk, or to provide 
reconnaissance information regarding him. There are also some technical suggestions. 

Pg 1, Sc 1 and elsewhere, INT. DESERT BASE: This would be a commercial entity 
(Talbot's later" Atheon"?), as a company under contract to the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency- even though there wasn't one per se in 1965. If the physical 
look of the place is military, it would be good to make it clear that it's no longer an 
active military installation, using signage and/ or superimposed titles to make the 
distinction. 

Pg 1, Sc 2: To keep General Ross as an active-duty general in the present day, he'd have 
to be younger and more junior in 1965, probably a major. Technically, after 30 years of 
commissioned service, officers face mandatory retirement, though there have been 
exceptions (Admiral Rickover, the submariner, for one). As a young major, Ross could 
be an important program manager in an emerging mission area - unconventional 
defenses. In this encounter with Banner, then, he'd be with his civilian "employees," 
perhaps, his "I" and "I've" would be "We" and "We've," emphasizing the nature of the 
relationship between program manager ~nd conh·actor. 

Would Talbot be here, too? As a lieutenant or captain? We would prefer that Talbot 
left the military and assumed Ross's role as director of the lab in the present day. We 
would like Ross to be at a distance organizationally from the lab, and unaware of all 
that's going on there. This is so that he does not give orders that would exceed his 
military authority and also so that he is credible as a general officer now in charge of 
overall unconventional defenses for the entire DoD. 
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Pg 2, Sc 8, ROSS'S OFFICE: Would be better if Ross was in company with his civilian 
counterparts. 

Pg 4, Sc 14, INT. DESERT BASE, 1973: Now Lieutenant Colonel Ross not be directly in 
charge of the lab, and would not have the authority to fire Bam1er, that would have to 
be a civilian contractor. It would be best if there were no uniforms at all in this scene, so 
that later the audience doesn' t think that the military was responsible (through its 
proxy, the lab) for what later took happened to Banner senior and junior. This would fit 
with the story point revealed later, that the senior Banner would likely have been 
incarcerated for murdering his wife/ dangerous mental illness. 

Pg 11, Sc 32, INT LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB: Talbot's conversation with Betty 
should reflect that he's in charge of the lab, which is still doing conh·act work for DoD. 
He no longer be working closely with Ross, Ross would be too senior for that, and 
Ross' s scope long broadened beyond one lab and one project. But Talbot could perhaps 
refer to the "good old days." 

Pg 15, Sc 38, EXT DESERT BASE, PLAYGROUND: In Betty's flashback, there would be 
civilian lab security officers, not military police. 

Pg16, Sc A38, REDWOOD CABIN: Betty would use the civilian name for the former 
base. 

Pg 20, Sc A52, EXT DESERT BASE, NIGHT, and elsewhere: Since the " desert base" is a 
civilian contract lab and that Talbot or someone else instead of Ross is in charge of it, we 
suggest that Ross' s office be in a different place, like the Pentagon or Treasure Island. 
Treasure Island is no longer considered an active installation, but could be the site of 
Ross' s fictional unconventional defenses command. Ross would be annoyed that Talbot 
was coming to him directly, instead of "through proper channels." We don' t know 
what "Op-Comm" is. 

Pg 33, Sc 67, TREASURE ISLAND/OFFICERS CLUB: Talbot wouldn't be in any 
position to ask Ross to do anything, and making inquiries implies that Ross would have 
the authority, inclination, and ability to spy on Krenzler. It would be better if Ross was 
just reacting to things that Talbot told him, knowing that Ross is an overly-protective 
father, and hoping to manipulate him by playing on this fault. 

Pg 36 and elsewhere, Sc 71, BANNER'S HOUSE: It would be local law enforcement, not 
Ross or military MPs who would come to see Banner and ask Betty to wait outside. 
Ross could be waiting outside to talk to her. But he wouldn't have the authority to close 
the lab himself, he would only be an advisor to the justice department or whomever 
would be taking the action in the name of national security. 



Pg 39, Sc 77, BANNER'S HOUSE: Ross wouldn't be leading the interrogation, probably 
wouldn't even be in the room. But if Ross speaks up, it would need to be clear that 
neither he nor anyone else in the military had no hand in Banner's father's fate or the 
closing of his lab. He could tell Banner to stay away from his daughter, but not threaten 
to have him "put away" or" get all the professional help" he needs. 

Pg 40, Sc. 78, BETTY'S HOUSE, and elsewhere: Civilian law enforcement, not military 
police, would be involved. 

Pg 42, Sc 83, FATHER'S HOUSE: We don't understand the reference to "all those boys, 
guinea pigs" dying from radiation, and then "the germ warfare." Sounds as if there 
were evil military experiments, or is this just Banner's raving? 

Pg 52, 53, 54, the capturing Banner sequence: SWAT member uniforms should be 
labeled "SFPD" or something to show they're not military. Both Air Force and civilian 
security would be on the C-5. Civilian security would comprise the convoy, and, of 
course, the base would be the civilian contractor facility. Ross's non-lethal weapons 
would come into play only later, when the Hulk breaks through the doors to the 
containment area. 

Pg 59, Sc 110, DESERT BASE: Ross would tell Betty that the White House, not "joint 
op" has assigned Atheon the task of containing Banner. Betty could protest that Atheon 
works for him, and Ross could explain simply "not any more." Ross still has a role to 
play, though, in directing the unconventional forces assigned to help contain Banner. 
He would not be able to "scramble a plane" for Betty. 

Pg 62, Sc 112, CONTAINMENT CELL: If Ross caught Talbot beating Banner, he'd 
report the incident immediately and Talbot would likely be history. Better to have 
Talbot interrupted by loudspeaker or beeper or something that summons him to talk to 
Ross. 

Pg 68, Sc 130, COMMAND AND CONTROL: Would be better for Ross to contact 
higher headquarters, and obtain authority to assume control over the lab and to deploy 
his forces, "Get me CINC ("sync") NORTHCOM," this is the new Northern Command, 
which will have responsibility for homeland defense. 

Pg 69, Sc 131, COMMAND AND CONTROL: Do you want suggestions for more 
realistic dialogue among the military here and throughout, especially radio 
transmissions? For example, from Ross to Talbot, "Negative. It's my call now, and I've 
ordered a complete evacuation. You need to get outside my security perimeter ASAP." 



\ 

Would you like some information about a command and control center, how it might 
look and how it might operate? We could provide video of our command center in the 
Pentagon. 

Pg 69, Sc 132, HALLWAY: There would be a unit, not a single soldier, and the unit 
leader would communicate to an operations technician, not directly to Ross. 

When Talbot ignores him and closes the doors, Ross would know it was pointless to 
communicate with him further, and he'd .be focused on readying his forces for the worst 
- after all, their nonlethal weapons were never intended for anything like the Hulk. 
Pg 71, Sc 133, HALLWAY: Atheon security shoots at the Hulk, the military is outside 
the huge doors. 

Pg 71, Sc 134, MAIN HALLWAY SEQUENCE: At the start of this sequence, the leader 
of the first unit tells Ross that the Hulk is coming right at them. Ross' s comments 
should indicate that he has a tactical plan - obviously something caused the Hulk to 
emerge - what was it? He doesn't thinl< they can stop him, but maybe they can slow 
him down and tire him out. Then when the military engages the Hulk, they're 
operating as coordinated teams, luring the Hulk from one place to another, hoping to 
exhaust him. So when his teams reh·eat, it's part of the plan, not a panicked "run for 
your lives!" 

Ranch Hand is a Vietnam era operation, we can suggest alternative names. 

Bolos can you come up with an alternative to the Hulk scooping up the bolo 
team into their own net and flinging them away? 

Sh·obes isn't there a better way to employ the sh'obes, and an alternative to a 
deadly energy beam? And the outcomes of these encounters? 

Pg 73, Sc 135, TUNNEL: do you have an alternative to the h·oops firing on the 
Hulk in the tunnel? 

Pg 73, Sc 136 and elsewhere, TOPSIDE: When the Hulk gets out of the lab, Ross would 
shift his tactics. He'd h'y nonlethal and other unconventional methods to enh'ap or 
subdue the Hulk, rather than h'y to kill him and desh'oy half the base as a result. And 
he'd be getting air and ground surveillance information. 

LAV s: any ideas of how the LAV s (or other forces) might be employed to 
observe/ attempt to subdue the Hulk, rather than h'y to kill him? And how would the 
Hulk notice them? How would they evade him? 
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Couldn't the Hulk evade until he sees his childhood home, reminding him of Bruce 
Banner and San Francisco? General Ross might guess that the Hulk's destination was 
San Francisco, and he would alert the chain of command about this new threat. Of 
course, there's no operational plan for anything like the Hulk, the military leadership 
would have to be innovative and make things up as they went along. 

By the way, why would Ross leave the command and control center and go outside? 
Wouldn't he be better served to stay in the center? From there he could monitor things 
until transferring to an airborne command post. 

An alternative to helicopters attacking the Hulk would be that they spot the climber and 
fear that the Hulk will harm him. They fly around him to distract him and try to lure 
him away in another direction. He falls for it and while the climber scrambles to safety, 
the Hulk grabs the propellers, and the scene continues as written, except that the crew 
climbs from the helicopter after the Hulk leaves it lying in the sand. 

An alternative to the B-52 strike is that the bomber is dropping cave bunker busters, 
knocking down rock formations to trap the Hulk in a box canyon, but he realizes what's 
happening and narrowly escapes. 

Pg 80, Sc. 152, TREASURE ISLAND NA VY BASE: Civilian law enforcement would be 
in charge, leading Banner's father to a civilian-run secure area. Ross wouldn't order up 
a security detail for Betty, but could reveal his concerns about her safety and that he has 
requested additional police security for her. 

Pgs 81-83, Scs 153-160, SIERRA NEV ADAS: Recommend F-22's streak past, reporting 
the Hulk's location to Ross, who, in turn, reports up his chain of command that the 
Hulk is entering a populated area, but has so far has not appeared to be dangerous 
unless provoked. Still, it's imperative to be prepared. When the incident with the hang 
glider takes place, Ross wonders if the Hulk was trying to avoid and accident or attack 
the plane, but he has an idea about how to subdue the Hulk, who has climbed on top of 
the fighter. What if the Hulk passed out at altitude and then the aircraft descended and 
dumped him right into the LCAC? Then his dream could awaken him and he could 
dive into the water and swim away as written. 

Pg 84, Sc161, SAN FRANCISCO STREETS: Police SWAT and military aircraft would be 
in the air. 

Pg 84, Sc 162/ A162, TREASURE ISLAND: Ross would be working with senior civilian 
law enforcement officials, so either he or one of the officials would say "we" in referring 
to the possibility that the Hulk would have to be destroyed, too many innocent lives are 
at risk. Why couldn't Betty remind her father that the Hulk hasn't harmed anyone, he's 



just been running, trying to find her? He could consider her words, see agreement on 
the faces of the others, then fly her to the Hulk. 

Pg 86, Sc 166, TRANSPORT TO TREASURE ISLAND: Ross' s line would be better 
coming from a senior civilian law officer, perhaps indicating to Ross that they have 
things under control now. 

Pgs 86-92, Scs 167-176 (struggle between the Hulk and Absorbing Man): Ross's role is 
reduced to observer, as civilian law takes over. 

Pg 92, Sc 177, HANGAR: Recommend that the officer reports that an AWACS not a 
satellite has found the Hulk and the Absorbing man. To Betty's comment, Ross would 
realize that the huge airborne laser (or airborne particle beam weapon) would be the 
only weapon that could trigger the Absorbing Man's destruction, that nukes are out of 
the question. We assume that everyone is watching imagery in the hangar, seeing 
indistinct forms struggling. 

Pg 95, Sc 181, COMMAND CENTER: The AWACS would report that there was no 
trace of radioactivity or something to indicate that the danger was past. Ross would 
order further aerial recmmaissance while the law officers plan a ground investigation. 

Pg 96, Sc 183, LAB: Ross wouldn't have anything to do with loonies thinking they're 
seeing big green men. Maybe it's the news media or politicians. 

Pg 97, same scene: It appears that both Ross and his daughter believe that despite 
everything, somehow Banner survived and fled. But instead of trying to manipulate 
her, can't Ross say something to indicate that he wishes things had turned out 
differently? Betty could still respond scornfully with a comment that shifts blame to he 
larger society, such as that she hoped Banner would never try to contact her, because 
she couldn't trust society to h·eat him fairly. 


